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(+1)8103548102 - http://www.thaihousebistromi.com/

A comprehensive menu of Thai House Bistro from Fenton covering all 31 dishes and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What Kristine Esler likes about Thai House Bistro:
We really enjoyed the food here. We are vegan and there are good choices for vegan and vegetarian. The food

was flavorful and delicious. Clean and modern dining room. I recommend for anyone who enjoys asian food.
read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities,

and there is complimentary WLAN. What stinglin09 doesn't like about Thai House Bistro:
Twice I have eaten here and twice I have been thoroughly disappointed. The service is weird. It seems like

customers are a major inconvenience to the employees. The food is subpar. I found a literal bone in the chicken
fried rice I ordered. read more. Admirable is this small yet fine Bistro, not only for its ambiance, but also for its
range of typical, delicate dishes usually at reasonable prices, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian menus.

Of course, we must not forget the comprehensive selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant,
Besides, the creative blend of different dishes with new and partially adventurous products is appreciated by the

customers - a good case of Asian Fusion.
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Mai� course�
CRAB

Mea� dishe�
YELLOW CURRY

Curry�
MASSAMAN CURRY

Ric� Dishe�
CHICKEN FRIED RICE

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Beverage�
THAI TEA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Appet�er�
SATAY

SPRING ROLLS

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

POTATOE CHIPS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

GLUTEN FREE

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SALAD

SOUP

NOODLES

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
APPLE

CHILI

DUCK

TRAVEL

COCONUT

SHRIMPS

ANANAS CHICKEN

BEEF

TOFU

CHEESE

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -20:30
Tuesday 11:00 -20:30
Thursday 11:00 -20:30
Friday 11:00 -20:30
Saturday 12:00 -20:30
Sunday 12:00 -20:30
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